
Minutes
Urban Design & Planning

Department Faculty Meeting

December 14, 2021

Noon – 1:20
Gould 440

Note: Because we will be discussing the search processes, people who have applied for
the cohort or data science position should recuse themselves from this meeting until
1:05.

Agenda items

12:00 - 12:05 Welcome – check in Campbell

12:05 - 12:15 Report on CBE cohort hire process Campbell

12:15 – 12:45 UDP Search Committee Discussion & Vote Campbell

12:45 - 1:05 Update on UDP Searches Committee

Chairs

1:05 - 1:20 Short topics and as needed – PAB, Wint

enrollments, Wint leaves, etc.

Campbell

Present: Jan Whittington, Christopher Campbell, Dan Abramson, Bob Mugerauer, Alexis

Wheeler, Branden Born, Manish Chalana, Qing Shen, Andy Dannenberg, Mark Purcell, Sofia
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Dermisi,Rachel Berney, Ken Yocom,Marina Alberti, Himanshu Grover, DIana Siembor,

Christine Bae

Update from Ken Yocom:

Ken is the faculty lead for the overall CBE cohort hire process.

CBE cluster Hire Process

The committee has been reviewing applications and applicants have been distributed to

the 5 departments

All committees have a draft rubric that may be modified by departments. Final rubrics

will be shared with Ken

By early Jan a long short list of 15-18 will be identified..

At this point each department can follow up with the long short list of applicants if

needed and after that the first round list will be identified and zoom interviews will be

scheduled

Zoom interviews will be 25 minutes and must all be the same..meaning same

interviewers and they must ask the same questions each time

After this point the. 20 applications will be provided to faculty, including strengths and

weaknesses. They will also identify the 6-7 priority applicants

At this point if faculty members want to review, they need to review all applicants and

provide input. How is faculty input gathered for the 20 zoom short long list? They will be
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using the same rubric as the committee but it’s unclear how exactly that looks. More

information will be provided soon

It is the committees decision to select the final 3

In Feb..we will be hosting finalist candidate interviews

After visits...faculty will meet and discuss and vote on the 3 candidates

Final group goes to the executive committee

How is faculty input gathered for the 20 zoom short long list? They will be using the

same rubric...unclear how exactly that looks

Slideshow
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Question was raised in November concerning the cohort committee, after committees
had begun work

Other Concerns

● Committee is too small for the task?
Add a member

● Committee does not represent the department
Add a member in an area not represented (e.g. design)

● Committee is biased
Rely on rubric and robust anti-bias measures (including recusal)

● Traditional committee appointment process is contrary to the faculty code

Our traditional practice is to code but best practice prefers stronger vote
(can be done retroactively); alternative – create new practice
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Two Paths:

Path A: Move forward with our current process by approving the current process for
selecting committees, and by approving the current slate(s) as presented. Followed by a
vote to approve the addition of one member to the cohort search committee.

Path B: Revoke the current slate(s) and develop a new appointment process and new
committee(s)

Sofia has a proposed revision…
The first vote is adding a new member to the committee...basically move to vote 3

Jan would like to vote on individuals rather than appoint the slate as a group

Marina: important to vote on the collective committee not individuals
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Qing : The Slate vote...is that a usual process suggested by the faculty code?

CC: The code doesn’t speak specifically on committee v individual but this is how UDP

has traditionally appointment a committee

Branden: We delegate authority to the chair for a number of reasons..

Jan moves that we vote for the slate that includes, Mark, Marina, BB and Dan

No one seconds

First Motion:
To proceed with the traditional UDP appointment process whereby the Chair, in
consultation with the faculty, appoints the search committee: Yes/No

8 yes

5 no

0 abstentions

Second Motion:

Approve the appt of the following slate to the the CBE cohort search committee :

Yes/No

10 yes

3 no

0 abstentions
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Third Motion:

Appoint Dan as the fourth member of the committee ( due to the high number of

applications)

12 yes

0 no

o abstentions

Fourth Motion:

Approve the slate of the Data Science hire committee

11 yes

2 no

0 absentions

Update Data Science

FIrst screen of over 80 was to ensure they are qualified

Andy and Jan brought back 28 to committee

These 28 applications have been shared with the committee at large..

Full screen is due today and they will discuss on Thursday and get down to a group of

10(ish) to set up zoom meetings
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When does this faculty get to review the applicants?

If people are reviewing...they should be reviewing on ALL 28 or 10 but they can't just

comment on 1 or 2

Is there consensus in the data science?

Yes..QIng and Jan are doing the scores for urban planning...more input would be

welcome..a bit tight for the 28 to 10

Candidates only made it into 28 because they all show promise in both UDP and Public

Health

Cohort HIre

Working on the finalized rubric so that we are ready to evaluate.

It’s beneficial that we now have an additional member

Working on disclosure..all of the existing relationships

Each member will get a number of applicants to review

If they have a relationship with any of the candidates, we need to minimize that close

review...again that will be sorted with disclosure..

When will UDP get the short long list that will be opened up to the UDP faculty…unclear

Meeting closed at 1:45PM
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